Wax Poetic
Design courtesy of Bisque Imports
This plate will inspire and challenge you! We used a gorgeous
blend of Purples to highlight the tree created with Wax Resist.
MATERIALS
107 Metropolitan Coupe Dinner
CN291-8 Light Purple
CN292-8 Bright Purple
CN293-8 Dark Purple
CN373-8 Dark Honeysuckle
AC302 Wax Resist
TOOLS

2. Lay tissue paper onto plate and trace with Sharpie once more.
Once finished, lift the tissue paper to reveal a faint outline of a tree
on your plate.
3. Using a thin round Royal Brush, paint in your outline with Wax
Resist.
4. Once dry, load your Aqualon Ultimate Fan Brush No. 8 with Dark
Purple. Apply several strokes of onto the bottom third of plate.
5. Once done, clean brush and load one side of brush Dark Purple
and the other half with Bright Purple. Now stroke the mid section of
the plate, allowing Dark Purple and Bright Purple to blend together.

Assorted Royal Brushes
Pencil
Permanent Marker
Royal Ultimate Fan Brush No.8
Sponge
Template
Tissue Paper
Water

6. Next, clean brush and load with Bright Purple. Paint a couple
strokes, making sure to blend the plate. Next, clean brush and load
half with Bright Purple, and the other half with Light Purple. Blend
well and finish off the top with Light Purple.

INSTRUCTIONS

8. Dip in Pure Brilliance and fire to Cone 06. Once fired, cool and
paint two birds Dark Honesyuckle. Glaze the bare tree and birds
with a fan brush and refire at Cone 06.

1. Lightly wipe ware with a damp sponge to prepare surface for
painting. Print the tree template attached to the Technique Sheet.
Place a piece of tissue paper on top of the template and trace with
a Sharpie.

TIP: If paint is too dry to blend, dip brush in a little bit of water.
7. Paint edges and back of plate Dark Purple.

